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Abstract 

A clear understanding of the cognitive-emotional processes underpinning desires to over-

consume foods and adopt sedentary lifestyles can inform the development of more effective 

interventions to promote healthy eating and physical activity. The Elaborated Intrusion 

Theory of Desires offers a framework that can help in this endeavour through its emphases on 

the roles of intrusive thoughts and elaboration of multi-sensory imagery. There is now 

substantial evidence that tasks that compete for limited working memory resources with 

food-related imagery can reduce desires to eat that food, and that positive imagery can 

promote functional behaviour. Meditation mindfulness can also short-circuit elaboration of 

dysfunctional cognition. Functional Decision Making is an approach that applies laboratory-

based research on desire, to provide a motivational intervention to establish and entrench 

behavior changes, so healthy eating and physical activity become everyday habits.  
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Introduction  

Despite a sophisticated homeostatic physiological system to signal hunger and satiety, our 

evolutionary history of periodic scarcity and abundance has endowed humans with a 

predisposition to over-consume when food is easily available, to endure periods of scarcity1, 

and an appetite system which is asymmetrical2. When environments provide abundant, cheap 

and highly palatable food sources, this leads to persistent overeating, and hence obesity. 

Alongside hormonal cues for hunger (ghrelin3) and satiety (CCK, PYY, and leptin4), humans 

exert conscious control over food intake. Indeed, impairment of conscious memory in 

amnesia can have profound effects on eating5-6. Every episode of eating is potentially subject 

to the decisions to seek out food, start eating, and stop eating. If effective ways can be 

developed to influence this decision making, we may be able to offer strategies to support 

individuals whose food intake has become dysregulated. 

Deciding to eat 

Human decision making has long been recognised as being only approximately rational7. 

While we can engage in careful and logical thought, much of our day-to-day decision making 

is not based upon deduction and inference but is heuristic, influenced by mood and proximal 

aspects of situations. Decision making appears to involve two quasi-independent systems, a 

faster, automatic ÔSystem 1Õ and slower, controlled ÔSystem 2Õ8. System 1 is an evolutionarily 

old form of cognition, which aims to reach approximately correct answers rapidly on the 

basis of prior experiences and ease of computation. System 2 is a newer form of cognition, 

based upon our abstract capacity for language, which can override System 1 when contexts 

allow and motivation enables.  

Within this framework, hormonal cues to appetite and satiety influence System 1 decision 

making by directing attention towards food cues in the environment, and through 
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physiological precursors to eating such as ghrelin secretion and borborygmi. Working outside 

conscious awareness, such processes increase the cognitive availability of food- and eating-

related stimuli, making cues easier to process and more available for recall9. If food is to hand 

this might allow someone to graze without even realising that they are consuming a 

significant amount of energy, so-called ÒmindlessÓ eating10. If immediate consumption is not 

possible, the increasing availability of food-related thoughts eventually lead to an intrusion 

into consciousness of an apparently spontaneous thought about eating. 

Elaborated Intrusion Theory 

This distinction between unconscious precursors and conscious thought underlies a recent 

theory of craving which sees the conscious aspects of desire for addictive substances as part 

of a continuum of appetitive thought, including desire to eat. The Elaborated Intrusion 

Theory of Desire11 (EI theory) describes the conscious experience of craving as a cycle of 

mental elaboration of an initial intrusive thought. Encounters with cues or cognitive, 

emotional or physiological associations to food can trigger intrusive images or thoughts, 

which may feel spontaneous, as their elicitation is unconscious. These thoughts are initially 

pleasurable, as they share some cognitive properties of the actual desired object or activity. 

This motivates the individual to elaborate the thought, by retrieving cognitive associations 

and creating mental imagery of the target. Imagery sustains motivation because it is 

emotionally charged12-13. If other cognitive demands allow, this imagery can take over the 

individualÕs chain of thought, dominating experience. If the desire cannot be satisfied, the 

experience becomes unpleasant, as the conflict between the current state of not-having and 

the goal of having becomes more and more apparent. Recent data obtained using 

magnetoencephalography support the argument that this conflict state, or Ômental contrastingÕ 

involves mental imagery14. When deprivation is high and cannot be assuaged, the ensuing 
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worsening of mood stimulates increasingly vivid imagery, in a downward spiral with spikes 

of briefly pleasurable imagery leading to enhanced awareness of deficit and worsening mood. 

Eventually, the individual must find a way of breaking the cycle, by seeking out the target 

and satisfying the desire, or by cognitively breaking into the cycle through distraction or 

redirection of their thoughts. The latter route, while not leading to immediate consumption, 

leaves original triggers of the episode unaffected, increasing the likelihood of other episodes 

in the near future. 

Craving and consumption 

In EI theory, craving is an important target for tackling over-consumption because the 

cognitive and emotional processes that constitute craving drive this motivated behaviour. 

Craving appears to have an important role in the development of obesity15, and there is 

evidence that craving is associated with both binge-eating16 and early dropout from weight-

loss programs17. Recent evidence from brain imaging studies suggests that obese individuals 

who experience strong cravings share with drug addicts dysregulated brain reward systems, 

specifically dopaminergic function18. Expectations and anticipations of reward from food (or 

drugs) have stronger impact than the neurophysiological response, maintaining 

overconsumption. As with drug cravings, which can occur in the absence of physiological 

withdrawal, craving for food can be dissociated from physiological states such as hunger19 

and nutritional status20. Moreover, periods of dieting or of abstinence from specific drugs are 

associated with decreased activity in frontal brain regions involved in salience attribution and 

impulse control, increasing vulnerability to cravings and intrusive thoughts18. 

The roles of intrusive thoughts and mental imagery within the EI model of desire have 

been supported by self-reports in surveys. Four triggers that were typically thought to have 

caused food cravings21 were that the person Ôsuddenly thought about itÕ, Ôfelt . . . discomfortÕ, 
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Ôimagined the taste/smell of itÕ, or Ôpictured myself having itÕ. Self-identified chocolate 

addicts indicated that cravings were rarely elicited by hunger and more often by mood or by 

external cues that reminded them of chocolate22. Appetite played a relatively minor role for 

appetite in problematic eating, with ÔI felt hungryÕ frequently triggering craving for meals, 

but doing so significantly less commonly for sweet or savory take-away foods23. Spontaneous 

thoughts, imagined smell or taste, and visual imagery were most often endorsed, and auditory 

stimuli joined sights and smells as moderately common triggers of meal-related craving.  

Overall, cravers report their thoughts about the desired target as spontaneous, involving 

olfactory, gustatory or visual imagery. They do not always report that their craving occurs in 

habitual usage situations, but since we know that situational cues are reliable triggers of 

craving, this suggests a relatively automatic (ÔSystem 1Õ) process that is not necessarily open 

to retrospective awareness may underlie the initiation of craving.  

Sensory Imagery in craving 

Sensory imagery is a consistent feature of subjective reports of cravings for food24, 

tobacco or alcohol25-26 and even for playing sport27. Elaborating sensory imagery not only 

extends episodes of craving: it makes craving more intense, as the images become better 

articulated and more vivid. So, people who are trying to address alcohol problems typically 

have sensory imagery during their strongest craving episodes, with their imagery combining 

more than two senses on average25. Similarly, intensity of craving is significantly associated 

with visual, gustatory and olfactory imagery, and when participants were asked to imagine 

eating their favourite food, a multivariate linear regression found that hunger, visual imagery 

and overall image vividness provided unique predictive variance23. Within participants, our 

research found that the only variable predicting strength of craving was the vividness of 

mental imagery27. 






































